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BoatsToGo.com Introduces the 13’ Pro-Angler Inflatable Fishing Kayak 

 

North Miami, FL, October 10, 2013 – BoatsToGo.com, one of the leading inflatable 

boat dealers in the United States, is introducing a state-of-the art inflatable kayak 

specifically designed for fishing. 

 

The Saturn FK396 is a top of the line inflatable boat that will allow you to get out on the 

water fishing at an affordable price, without sacrificing any of the great features you 

need. “I couldn’t find any other standard or inflatable boat like it for the price I paid,” 

said recent customer Michael Huff. “Nobody else offers these types of benefits on 

discount inflatable kayaks as far I could tell.” 

 

The Saturn inflatable kayak was designed to give boaters the same durability they could 

find in a hard hull kayak. To accomplish this, Saturn built this inflatable boat out of 1,100 

Dtex High Strength PVC fabric, which has been coated on both sides in order to create a 

material that is incredibly resistant to rips and abrasions. They also specifically designed 

the floor of the FK396 in a way that makes it extremely rigid and solid when inflated, but 

able to easily be rolled up when deflated. 

 

A great thing about inflatable boats like the Pro-Angler Fishing Kayak is that the way 

they are built allows them to be stored in small spaces and easily transported in the trunk 

of a car. That means you save on docking fees. It also means that you can easily take you 

boat with you wherever you want to go without needing a trailer. 

 

“Another reason I decided to buy this inflatable boat was its versatility,” said Mr. Huff. “I 

can sit comfortably on the two aluminum benches that came with my boat if I want. I can 

also remove them and replace them with boat chairs or standard kayak seats.” 

 

The FK396 inflatable kayak also performs great when out on the water. It is extremely 

easy to paddle, coming with a large removable fin that can be attached to the bottom for 

increased directional stability. It can also support a trolling motor if you’d prefer, making 

it one of the best and most versatile fishing kayaks on the market today. 

 

To learn more about inflatable boats such as the FK396 13’ Pro-Angler Fishing Kayak, 

take a look at BoatsToGo.com today. 
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